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Abstract—A general (application independent) computer
vision framework is proposed. It follows the methodology of
knowledge-base systems - dividing a system into knowledge
base and control. We choose procedural semantic networks
for object-oriented modelling of the world. It is basically
a non-monotonic logical system. Several inference rules are
proposed that allow to create instances of model concepts.
In order to activate an inference rule a model-to-image
data matching process need to be performed. We view this
matching as a solution to constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP), supported by Bayesian net-based evaluation of partial
variable assignments. A modified incremental search for
CSP is designed that allows partial solutions and calls for
stochastic inference in order to provide judgments of partial
states. Hence the detection of partial occlusion of objects is
handled consistently with Bayesian inference over evidence
and hidden variables.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important research topic in computer vision is the

design of general-purpose computational frameworks for

model-based object recognition and scene understanding

(eg. [1], [2], [3], [4]). This is also called high-level or

semantic image analysis. It constitutes a complex task, as

one need to reflect and to cope with a high uncertainty of

low-level analysis results and a partial data availability of

the scene.

Three general paradigms for object classification and

recognition in images are most often distinguished [5]: the

stochastic Bayesian approach [6], the neuro-computational

and biological approach [7] [8], and the knowledge-

based approach [9]. Although of different nature these

approaches share the concept of rationality, as the recog-

nition and understanding processes in all paradigms need

to satisfy some appropriate optimization criteria.

The key advantage of a knowledge-based approach

is the existence of a declarative or partially declarative

knowledge representation language. Many different mod-

elling languages have been proposed in image analysis,

e.g. predicate logic [9], frames and semantic networks

[10], [4], attributed graphs [11], [12], [13], and relation

structure grammars [14].

Such a framework leads to model-based image analysis.

Then the next issue is how to control and evaluate partial

model-to-data matches. Here we shall follow an object-

oriented framework build around semantic networks, and

we shall integrate it with another two general-purpose

tools: a modified search for constraint satisfaction prob-

lems ([9], [15]) will be defined for the purpose of partial

model-to-data matching, and the Bayesian approach to

statistical inference [16] will allow evaluation of match-

ing results. All three abstract tools parts are of dom-

inating declarative nature and there exists well-known

machine learning approaches for them, e.g. ML- or MAP-

estimation of Bayesian probability distributions [6].

In section 2, two particular application problems are

presented, the recognition and tracking of objects handled

to the machine by a human hand or vehicles in a road

scene. The knowledge-based framework is explained in

section 3. Its particular modelling tools: semantic net-

works, constraint satisfaction and Bayesian nets, are ex-

plained in consecutive sections 4-6. A control framework

based on consecutive search is proposed in section 7.

II. APPLICATION CASES

We have selected two application cases of machine

vision for object recognition and tracking: the recognition

of objects handled to the machine by a human hand

(Figure 1, 2), and the tracking of a moving hand in an

image sequence (Figure 3, 4).

Figure 1. Objects passed to the
machine

Figure 2. Object instances after
being recognized [17]

Figure 3. Trajectory estimation by
short-time object tracking [18]

Figure 4. Gesture recognition by
model-based pose tracking [19]
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We skip the low-level image processing stage, that

detects image segments like straight and arc edges, and

regions. This can be done based on color processing, edge

detection and moment-based contour filtering [17].

We focus on the model-based object recognition stage

that creates and assigns model instances to segment

groups, detected by low-level image analysis.

III. THE COMPUTER VISION FRAMEWORK

A. Knowledge based system

We follow the broadly accepted decomposition of

knowledge-based systems in two parts: the knowledge

base and the control [20] (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The knowledge-based framework [20]

The knowledge base comprises three elements: the

MODEL, the DATA and inference RULES. In our approach,

the model has a hybrid form, built around a semantic

network.

Here we can integrate with every concept in the se-

mantic network a dedicated constraints satisfaction prob-

lem for model-to-data matching, a Bayesian network for

quality judgement of an instance or modified concept

and a neural network for approximation of an attribute

computation function.

The inference rules take the form of: ”IF (condition)

THEN add instance or modified concept to DATA”.

The DATA holds current symbolic descriptions of the

signal (image) in form of instances and modified concepts,

generated initially by low-level image analysis (segmen-

tation) modules and later as a result of the model-based

inference process.

The CONTROL part performs a search in the space of

competitive hypotheses, guided by their judgement values.

In every step an available subset of data has to be matched

with some model concept in order to satisfy the condition

of some inference rules. Hence a lot of ambiguity has to

be controlled.

The model-to-data matching is seen as a specific con-

straint satisfaction problem [9], that needs to be satisfied

only partially. The judgement is estimated by a stochastic

inference in the Bayesian net, linked to given concept.

A general-purpose search algorithm need to be pre-

defined. In given application the control is completed

by user-defined search tree operators. Hence, while the

underlying search algorithm is application-independent the

analysis strategy is mainly application-dependent.

IV. SEMANTIC NETWORK

Common to semantic networks is the explicit struc-

turing of domain knowledge along two hierarchies: the

decomposition (vertical) hierarchy and the specialization

(horizontal) hierarchy of concepts.

Starting from the pixel level the vertical hierarchy ex-

presses increasingly abstract representation levels (”part”

or ”concrete” links). Simple elements are combined into

more complex one, being parts of objects and scenes. Spe-

cialization links (”spec”) represent inheritance relations

between elements at the same abstraction level.

Every node (called ”concept”) represents some object

category and it contains a parameter vector (called ”at-

tributes”), where every parameter is evaluated by some

term, and every concept defines a set of constraints, eval-

uated by predicates, among its parts and related concepts.

A procedural part is added to the semantic network

that implements the semantics of terms and predicates. It

consists of functions for attributes and relations for pred-

icates. In fact, a semantic network is an object-oriented

form of a specific predicate logic. If we allow concept

attributes to hold default values then such a semantic

network represents even a non-monotonic logic.

A. Semantics of concepts

Let the attribute Atr for node A has a value B. Thus

the Atr constitutes a relation between two arguments and

it can have up to 3 different meanings:

1) the relation holds between 2 particular objects,

Atr(A,B);
2) it holds between every object of category A and the

object B, ∀x(x ∈ A ⇒ Atr(x, B)) ;

3) it holds between every object of category A and

some element of category B,

∀x ∃y(x ∈ A ⇒ (y ∈ B ∧ Atr(x, y)))

What if the attribute Atr has a default value and its

concept A represents a category of objects? This value

can be eventually changed for instances of A or inherited

concepts. To handle an attribute having a default value in

predicate logic let us introduce a dedicated predicate Def.

For example, the atomic formula Def(Atr, A,B), means:

”B is the default value for attribute Atr in instances of

category A”. The Atr symbol has undergone a reification,

as Atr is no longer a predicate, but an object symbol.

The part- and spec-links have also an appropriate rep-

resentation in the first-order logic. The relation, ”{ set of

parts } −part− > concept C”, is equivalent to a formula

built around the implication symbol, in straight direction,

(Cpart1 ∧ Cpart2 ∧ ... ∧ CpartN ⇒ C), and in the reverse

direction, ( ∀I∈1,...,N (C ⇒ CpartI)).
Similarly, the dependence, ”base concept −spec− > in-

herited concept”, is equivalent to a formula: Cinherited ⇒
Cbase
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Figure 6. Alternative modality sets for a concept

B. Modality sets

Parts of a concept can be included into alternative

modality sets of given concept. Hence, from point of view

of a particular modality, a part plays the role either of

obligatory or optional part (Figure 6). An obligatory part is

further split into context-dependent or context-independent

role, whether it needs or not the existence of higher-

abstract instance for its creation.

A specific, distinguished attribute of every concept is the

judgement (score) vector, that holds evaluations of hosting

modified concept or instance with respect to different

rationality criteria.

C. Inference rules

The purpose of several inference rules of type ”modus

ponens” is to provide conditions for matching current data

(instances and/or modified concepts) with the model con-

cepts and for generating new data (instances or modified

concepts). Let us define 5 rules for inferences among the

hierarchy axis and one rule representing for inheritance

process.

1) Rule 1 (bottom-up partial instance generation): IF

∀k,A∃Bj
(Bj ∈ cind mdk(A) ∧ (I(Bj)∨Q(Bj) ∈

DATA and they satisfy Constraints(A))) THEN

create new partial instance Ipartial(mdk(A)),
where cind mdk(A) means the subset of context-

independent obligatory parts in the k-th modality set

of concept A.

2) Rule 2 (top-down partial instance verification): IF

∀k,A(Ipartial(mdk(A)) THEN create instances of

all context-dependent parts Bj ∈ cd mdk(A) on

base of this instance of A and create a ”full” instance

I(A)).
3) Rule 3 (bottom-up instance correction): IF there ex-

ist instances of some optional parts of concept A and

there is an appropriate instance I(A) (i.e. optional

instances satisfy Constraints(I(A)) THEN create

an extended version of instance Iext(A).
4) Rule 4 (bottom-up hypothesis generation): IF there

exist instances of some required parts of concept A

THEN create a modified concept Q(A).
5) Rule 5 (top-down hypothesis generation): IF there

exists a modified concept Q(A) THEN create mod-

ified concepts Q(Bj) of all parts of concept A.

6) Rule 6 (inheritance): IF there exists an instance

I(A) THEN create modified concepts Q(Bj) for all

specialization concepts Bj of concept A.

D. Control activates the inference rules

The ultimate analysis goal in terms of a semantic

network-based inference system is to create an instance of

some concept located at the most abstract and specialized

level of current model. This goal can not be reached in

one step. The analysis strategy is seen as search in a space

of alternative inferences. A solution path is a sequence of

intermediate goal concept modification and instantiation

steps.

The rule 4 allows to create a modified (intermediate)

goal concept (hypothesis) Q(A) at some abstract level

based on lower-level key feature information. By the use

of rule 5 the model with the root Q(A) can be expanded at

lower levels - hence the model expectations limit the data-

driven alternatives. Rules 1-3 allow to create instances, in

accordance with already existing modified concepts. Rule

6 generates a new goal, that is more specialized than a

previously instantiated (resolved) intermediate goal.

V. CSP

The search space definition in a discrete Constraint

Satisfaction Problem consists of following elements:

• A state set S, where a particular state, s =
(d1, d2, ..., dn), is defined by assignments to its vari-

ables, X = x1, x2, ..., xn, where each xi, (i =
1, ..., n), can take values from a (finite) domain Di.

• Actions, a ∈ A, mean transitions between states: ak :
si → sj .

• The goal test checks a set of constraints, C(X),
which induces allowed combinations of assignment

values for subsets of state variables.

A solution state is every state that satisfies the goal test,

i.e. the sequence of actions is not relevant, but the final

state only. In particular, in our problem: the variables in

X correspond to line segments of the object model, the

values in domain D represent the current image segments

and an action is assigning a value to some variable in

given state (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Example of a graph of constraints for the concept ”cube”

The variables and the set of constraints, C(X), can

be represented as a graph, G(X, C(X)) where nodes X

represent variables and arcs C(X) represent constraints

between particular variables.
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A. Example: a cube model

Let a generic cube structure is given, i.e. the concept

”cube” consists of 12 concepts, called ”edges”, numbered

as (0, 1, 2, ..., 11). In our framework this object has

two other corresponding representations (for CSP and

for DBN). The CSP-relevant representation is a ”planar”

graph of constraints (Figure 7), where line segments

correspond to vertices and arcs to constraining predicates.

These constraints may be as follows: A = line segments

are connected; B = line segments are parallel; C = line

segments are of similar length.

B. Partial search for CSP

A modified CSP search is proposed that allows partial

solutions (some assignments to variable may be empty).

While starting from an empty assignment the goal is

to match (assign) eligible image segments (values) with

model entities (variables). We introduced two modifica-

tions to the basic CSP search. The first modification is due

to the definition of a Bayesian network for every problem.

The subfunction Score calculates probability value of a

partial solution, that consists of eligible assignments to

variables. This score is due to a stochastic inference

process performed in a dedicated Bayesian net, created for

current CSP problem. An empty assignment to a variable

is also possible.

The basic algorithm for CSP is a depth-first tree search

with a backtracking step, performed when the path is not

consistent with given constraints. The second modification

of a typical CSP is that now partial paths can be potential

solutions. The backtrack step is performed now when

currently selected (extended) path does not satisfy the

constraints of given problem or its score is lower than the

score of predecessor path. In our view this is not a general

failure but a situation where the previous state corresponds

to a partial solution. The current path is stored as a possible

partial solution only if has higher score than the previous

best one. Still, if we succeed to find a complete path (with

assignments for all variables) then we can immediately

stop the search and return such final solution.

VI. BAYESIAN NETWORK (BN)

This is a simple, graphical notation for conditional inde-

pendence assertions and hence for compact specification

of full joint distributions. Syntax of a BN: 1) a set of

nodes, one per variable; 2) a directed, acyclic graph (link

means that ”direct influence”) - incoming links of given

node represent a conditional distribution for this node

given its parents, P (Xi|Parents(Xi)). In the simplest

discrete case, conditional distribution is represented as a

conditional probability table (CPT), giving the distribution

over Xi for each combination of parent values.

A. Example

For the ”cube” concept presented in previous example a

second corresponding model is given. It is a Bayesian net-

work that represents stochastic dependencies between the

”high-level” concept ”cube”, intermediate-level concepts

”views” and low-level ”edges” (that corresponds to image

segments), labelled by numbers from 0 to 11 (fig. 8). The

constraints in CSP model, labelled by predicates A, B, and

C, now correspond to evidence variables (nodes) in the

Bayesian net. The grade, to which a particular constraint

is satisfied, can be measured after its ”parents” (the ”edge”

variables) have been assigned to image segments.

Another illustration of a Bayesian net is shown in Figure

8) to represent a Rubik cube. Now the color of faces is

a crucial information. Hence an additional level in the

model represents visible faces. The lowest-level concepts

represent 9 color squares, that define the texture of a face.

There are also evidence nodes that represent constraints

between faces (fA, fB) and constraints between squares

(A, B, D).

Figure 8. A Bayesian net structure for concept ”cube”

Figure 9. The Bayesian net for concept ”Rubik cube”

B. Hypothesis scoring due to stochastic inference

The score of a partial solution (assignment in terms

of CSP), in which some variables Xi have already been

assigned to image segments lk but not all of them, is

obtained due to stochastic inference in Bayesian net. For

example the computation of posterior probability of a

”cube” instance (that is a cause in terms of BN) given its

parts (that are evidences in BN). For example, if segments
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Table I
CONSECUTIVE SEARCH FOR IMAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

APPL: ParameterInit();
SearchTreeInit();

WHILE (APPL: EndTest() is False) DO
WHILE (search nodes exist in OPEN) DO

v =SelectNode; Eliminate v from OPEN;
IF (APPL: SingleEndTest() is True)
THEN GOTO NEXT
APPL: S = SelectGoals(v);
IF (S is not empty)
THEN InitSubspaces(S);
ELSE IF (an entity ol ∈ DATA(v) can be refreshed)

THEN Refresh( ol, v);
ELSE IF (an Entity ol ∈ DATA(v)...

... can be instantiated)
THEN Instantiate( ol, v);
ELSE IF (an Entity ol ∈ DATA(v)

can be modified)
THEN Modify( ol, v);

NEXT: NewInit()

are assigned to X0 and X1 then one need to compute the

probability: P (cube|X0 = l1, X1 = l2).
This leads to a summation of pdf over all domain values

for remaining (non-evidence) variables, X2, ..., Xl. Thus,

scores of partial matches or a complete match, between

image segments and model entities, are naturally obtained

by the same evaluation method.

VII. IMAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

A general control for image sequence analysis (called

consecutive control) is based on an underlying decision

tree search. The consecutive control extends the basic

search by the following principles:

1) incremental analysis principle – the result of analysis

for image k need not to be complete nor consistent,

i.e. many search tree nodes with competitive scene

descriptions for image data k can still exist, and

some of them constitute the start set for the analysis

of next image k + 1;

2) recursive estimation of instances – due to a new

inference rule called refreshing, which basically

performs an update of already existing instances,

while exploring new image measurements.

With an appropriate design of the semantic network,

with the 3 types of rules (refresh, modify, instantiate)

we are able to cover the typical sequence of steps in an

recursive estimator (tracker): prediction of next object’s

state (top-down concept modification), new measurement

(bottom-up instantiation corresponding to the extended

model) and update (refresh the instance, after its parts are

already refreshed).

A. Refresh operator

The basic control all the time activates appropriate

search tree operators (they select and apply inference

rules in knowledge base). They select and expand the

current best node of the search tree, according to the

local inference set of the node. The inner WHILE–cycle

in Table I performs single image analysis. There are three

types of inference operators: responsible to create, modify

or refresh instances or modified concepts and to perform

appropriate search space expansion. The function NewInit

selects some search tree nodes for the previous image

search and propagates them to the next image search tree.

The Refresh operator is equivalent to a prediction and

modification of instance states, that are referred by the se-

lected search tree node. In this way an update of previous

instances on the basis of new data items occurs. In order to

refresh an instance all of its part instances should already

be refreshed. The Refresh operator provides an interface to

Dynamic Bayesian nets [21] - a universal stochastic tool

for description and analysis of time sequence processes.

The user-defined application functions (with prefix

APPL) determine the processing parameters, the termi-

nation conditions and the selection of temporary goal

concepts in the model.

B. DBN for tracking - state filtering

A popular algorithm for approximate estimation of the

state pdf in a Dynamic Bayesian net is particle filter (also

called state condensation algorithm) [22].

In our semantic network-based framework the refresh-

ing of some instance can be seen as a single transition

between two pdf-s, describing the previous and current

state of our instance. The observations (also called mea-

surements), related to the state in DBN, correspond to parts

of currently refreshed instance.

C. DBN for trajectory estimation

Figure 10. Sequences of hand poses interpreted as gestures

Another task in image sequence analysis is the interpre-

tation of a sequence of object positions or poses (e.g. hand

gesture recognition) (Figure 10). We also can handle this

in our framework by dedicating a single concept or a sub-

net of concepts entirely to represent this task itself (and not

a single object). The same consecutive search control can

be applied, performing prediction-measurement-update, as

hand gesture recognition can also be modelled as a first-

order Markovian process.

Again for simplicity of presentation assume a single-

state DBN. A single-state Dynamic Bayesian Net is equiv-

alent to the popular Hidden Markov Model, HMM =

(S, C,Π,A,B). It represents a stochastic process in time
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in terms of (hidden) states S, (visible) observations C,

initial state probabilities Π, state transition probabilities A

and output probabilities B [23]. Its special case, the left-

to-right HMM, is useful to represent possible state paths

that correspond to observation sequences.

D. Deformable objects

In image sequence analysis we often face the challenge

of deformable objects, i.e. the object views have contours

changed or the shape of the object changes in time. Active

contours or deformable templates [24], [25] are tools most

often applied for the modelling of objects with changing

shape. For example the view of a human hand, that takes

different poses, can be seen as a deformable object (Figure

11). In order to model this kind of objects in our semantic

network the number of parts can not be constant but need

to be made changeable. Hence we model an active contour

or shape by a changeable number of supporting points,

playing the role of parts. Then the filtering or tracking

task for them is the same as for fixed-shape objects.

Figure 11. A hand view as an example of a deformable object [19]

VIII. SUMMARY

An object-oriented framework for model-based im-

age understanding has been designed. It integrates three

general-purpose tools: semantic networks for knowledge

representation and inference, efficient search methods

for constraint satisfaction problems, and the probabilis-

tic Bayesian network model. We studied two exemplary

applications: 3-D object recognition and tracking.
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